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The energy spectra of isolated one-dimensional (1D) electron channels have been studied by photo-
luminescence in zero and finite magnetic fields B Array. s of periodic quantum wires (period=290-400
nm, width =150-170 nm) were etched from modulation-doped AI, Gai —,As/GaAs heterojunctions, with
special low-concentration Be 6 doping in the bufTer layer to increase the photoluminescence intensity

e were able to attain the 1D quantum limit, i.e., occupation of only the lowest 1D subband at B=O,
an to measure, at small 8, a characteristic quadratic B dispersion of the 1D subband edge.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 78.20.Ls, 78.55.Cr, 78.65.Fa

Molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) has enabled the reali-
zation of two-dimensional (2D) structures with sharp in-
terfaces [1] and high electron mobilities [2], producing
much novel and unexpected physics. Recently, interest
has turned to reducing the dimensionality still further in

order to discover new or enhanced optical and transport
phenomena. Improvements in lithographic and dry-
etching techniques have now made the fabrication of
quantum wires and boxes possible. Investigations of these
structures have, so far, mainly concentrated on three
areas: transport properties [3-5], far-infrared studies
[6-8], and the optical properties of undoped systems
[9-11]. Considerably less has been reported, to date, on
optical measurements on modulation-doped 1D systems
[12,13] and none at all, to our knowledge, in magnetic
field.

In this Letter we report the results of magnetolumines-
cence experiments on deep mesa-etched [14] Al„Gai
As/GaAs heterojunction quantum wires, where the active
layers have been etched through to produce completely
isolated one-dimensional (1D) channels. We have real-
ized and observed the 1D quantum limit, i.e., occupation
of only the lowest 1D subband at zero magnetic field.
The photoluminescence (PL) spectra directly refiect the
1D density of states while the 1D subband edge displays a
characteristic quadratic magnetic-field dependence. With
only one 1D subband occupied, self-consistent screening
eA'ects should be small [15], thus enabling us to analyze
the magnetic-field dependence and hence to determine
directly the 1D confinement energy and to estimate the
width of the actual 1D confinement potential.

The quantum wires were prepared from Al, Ga] —„-
As/GaAs (x =0.3) heterojunctions which were grown by
MBE with a 8 layer of acceptors (Be) located in the
GaAs at 25 nm from the interface to increase the PL in-
tensity [161. To prepare the wires, as depicted in the in-
set of Fig. 1, the sample was first covered with 100 nm of
photoresist. The superposition of two expanded coherent
laser beams from the 458-nm line of an Ar+ laser was
used to holographically expose the sample such that a
periodic profile was produced after development. With an
optimized reactive ion etching in SiC14 plasma, rectangu-
lar grooves of 92-nm depth were etched through the 10-

nm GaAs capping layer, the 48-nm Si-doped AlGaAs,
the 24-nm-wide AlGaAs spacer, and into the active GaAs
to a depth of 10 nm, such that the free electrons were
confined in 1D wires [14], while the Be 8 layer and the
100-nm buAer layer remained intact. The periodicity and
wire width were determined using a scanning electron mi-
croscope. On each quantum-wire sample a small part
was kept unpatterned to obtain reference 2D spectra.
The nonequilibrium carriers were created using an Ar+
1aser in multimode operation and the luminescence spec-
tra were recorded in the Faraday configuration and ana-
lyzed using a double spectrometer with an overall spectral
resolution of 0.5 meV. Measurements were taken in
magnetic fields (B) up to 13 T using an optical fiber. In
the 2D sample the optical transition investigated was that
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FIG. 1. Luminescence spectra at various magnetic fields for
the quantum wires. The absolute intensity is about a factor of
100 smaller for the wires compared to that from the 2D refer-
ence. Inset: Schematic diagram of the quantum-wire hetero-
structure.
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due to the free electrons confined at the interface recom-
bining with photoexcited holes bound to acceptors from
the 6' layer. A series of gratings etched into Al, Ga] —-
As/GaAs heterojunctions with grating periods a =290-
400 nm and geometrical widths varying from t =1SO nm
to 170 nm showed essentially the same behavior. Here
we give results from two samples, No. 1 and No. 2, both
with a =400 nm and t =160 nm, as examples.

I n Fig. 1 we show luminescence spectra for the
quantum-wire sample No. 1 at diAerent magnetic fields
B. Each spectrum consists of only one rather narrow
peak whose position shifts with increasing B. To under-
stand these spectra we compare them with 2D PL spectra
from the as-grown reference heterojunction (Fig. 2). The
2D spectrum is very typical for one of these structures
under laser illumination. The main luminescence signal
is due to emission from the lowest subband. For 2D sam-
ples with a large electron concentration n, the PL spec-
trum directly rellects the density of states (DOS) of the
2D system below the Fermi energy. The PL spectrum is
essentially flat from the bottom of the conduction band
Eo up to the Fermi energy FF [17]. (On a closer look,
there is a small decrease in intensity to higher energies
due to the recombination process being less efticient at
larger wave vectors [16].) We can thus determine n, via
the 2D DOS from the width of the 2D PL spectra and
also from the depopulation of the Landau levels with in-
creasing magnetic field. For the sample in Fig. 2 we have
hence evaluated a fairly low electron concentration (n,
=2&10'' cm ) and thus the Aattening in this case is
not really pronounced. The exact position of Eo, the bot-
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tom of the band, is strongly dependent on the carrier con-
centration which can be significantly altered by illumina-
tion [17]. The high-energy peak in Fig. 2 is due to the
second subband which is barely occupied. That the latter
is occupied at all is a result of the 2D intersubband spac-
ing being severely reduced under illumination (to 8 meV
in this case). The luminescence intensity of the quantum
wires, shown in Fig. 1, is 2 orders of magnitude smaller
than the 2D luminescence signal. The linewidth of the
zero-field spectrum is significantly narrower than that of
the lowest zero-field 2D luminescence line.

The peak energies as a function of magnetic field are
plotted in Fig. 3 for both the 2D [Fig. 3(a)] and 1D
structured [Fig. 3(b)] parts of the same sample. The 2D
spectra show the well-known formation of Landau levels
with a linear 8 dispersion, E„=En+(n+ —,

' ) h co„where
Eo is the eAective energy gap between the 2D conduc-
tion-band edge and the energy position of the Be accep-
tors, co,. =e8/m* is the cyclotron energy, n =0, 1,2, . . . is
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FIG. 2. Luminescence spectra at various magnetic fields for
the as-grown heterojunction.
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FIG. 3. Luminescence peak energies as a function of rnag-
netic field for (a) the as-grown heterojunction and (b) the
quantum wires of sample No. l and (c) a diA'erent quantum-
wire sample No. 2. (a) The formation of Landau levels in the
first, E(),EO, Eg, and second 2D subband, El, of the 2D sample;
(b) a quantum-wire sample with only one occupied l D sub-
band; (c) a quantum-wire sample with two occupied lD sub-
bands, EOO, E01, and luminescence from the second 2D subband,
E l, in the wire.
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the Landau-level index, and m* is the eAective mass
(0.067mo for GaAs in the following ) [18]. As has been
discussed above, Figs. 2 and 3(a) demonstrate that 2D
PL spectra on modulation-doped heterostructures with
acceptors directly display the density of states and the
dispersion of the energy levels. Application of this
method to the quantum wires of Fig. 1 should thus direct-
ly give the 1D density of states.

The lineshape of the 1D zero-field luminescence peak is
significantly diAerent from the 2D spectrum and one is

tempted to speculate that the asymmetric high-energy tail
reAects the expected I/JE dependence of the ID density
of states. Most important, and in contrast to the 2D sys-
tem, the 1D spectra in Fig. 1 show a characteristic nearly
parabolic dispersion at small values of B This. is exactly
what one expects for additional confinement, i.e., the
magnetic field has no eAect on the energy levels as long as
the magnetic energy 6 co, is small compared to the
confinement energy. We thus interpret the line in the
quantum-wire PL spectrum in Figs. 1 and 3(b) as the
luminescence from the lowest quantum-confined 1D sub-
band. The occurrence of only one peak indicates that we
have realized in our sample under these illumination con-
ditions the 1D quantum limit, i.e., occupation of only one
1D subband. In most of the studies on modulation-doped
quantum wires so far several 1D subbands were occupied
[6-8,12, 13]. In that case the subband spacing is strongly
governed by self-consistent screening eAects, as shown by
numerical subband calculations by Laux, Frank, and
Stern [15]. These calculations also show that for only
one occupied subband and a small number of electrons, as
in our experiment, the confining potential has a nearly
parabolic shape, V(x) = —.

' m*coox . For this parabolic
confinement it is possible to solve analytically the one-
electron Schrodinger equation and find the energy levels
in a magnetic field [3],

E„=EO+(n+ —,
' )[(hco,.)'+ (@coo)'] ' '.

Below 8 =4 T the experimental dispersion in Fig. 3(b)
can indeed be fitted very well by the 8-dependent part of
this theoretical dispersion (for 8 &4 T see discussion
below). Within this approximation of a parabolic con-
finement potential, we can determine a confinement ener-

gy, Acuo=4. 6~0.2 meV. If we define the "electronic"
width, i.e., the eA'ective confinement width of the parabol-
ic potential, by the extent of the harmonic-oscillator wave
function [w=2(2n+1) (h/m*o)o)' ], we find with
n =0 for one occupied subband, ~ =31 nm, which implies
a lateral edge depletion of ivd =(r —w)/2=64 nm on
each side of the wire. This seems reasonable since the ex-
istence of any free electrons at all is only due to laser il-

lumination; in such narrow wires as these, the lateral de-
pletion in the dark is larger (wd = 100 nm) and all elec-
trons are trapped in etching-induced surface states [14].

For some other samples and under certain illumination
intensities we could observe higher-energy luminescence
peaks in the 1D sample spectra as shown in Fig. 3(c) for

sample No. 2. We assign the higher resonances in Fig.
3(c) to the first excited ID subband Eo~, and the second
2D subband F. ]. For two occupied 1D subbands PL spec-
troscopy gives us the unique possibility to determine
directly the 1D subband spacing which in this case is
4.2+ 0.2 meV. Because of the increasing energy separa-
tion and, also, the increasing 1D density of states with in-

creasing 8, this second 1D subband becomes depopulated
at 8=4 T. Evaluation of the 8 dispersion within the
parabolic confinement gives for the lowest 1D subband
hmo=3. 5+'0.2 meV. The diII'erence between this value
and the directly determined subband spacing of 4.2 meV
indicates that the confinement is not strictly parabolic. In
particular, the weaker dispersion of the second 1D sub-
band Eo~ suggests that the actual potential has "harder"
walls compared to that of parabolic confinement. If we
adopt the limit of a square-well potential within finite po-
tential walls, we evaluate from the energy diAerence of
the two lowest-energy levels in this model, Eo] Eoo
=36 n /2m*w =4.2 meV, an "electronic" width
~ =63 nm, which again is reasonable for narrow
modulation-doped wires under illumination. Self-con-
sistent eAects may also inAuence the actual shape of the
potential. For the case of two occupied 1D subbands we
can also estimate the 1D electron density %~00 and NLO]
in the two 1D subbands. From the integrated PL intensi-
ty we estimate a ratio r =NI Q]/N oIo 0.25. From the 1D
density of states one then can determine EF =BE/(I
—r ) =4.48 meV, where AE =4.2 meV, the experimen-
tal spacing between the two 1D subbands [Fig. 3(c)], and
this then gives %100=0.57&10 cm ' and Wqo] =0.14
x10 cm

We have purposely not etched into the Be 6-doped lay-
er. We are therefore confident that the PL process is the
same in the 1D structures as in the 2D reference samples,
i.e., radiative recombination of free electrons with holes
bound to the Be acceptors. This is further confirmed by
the fact that a high 8, where the magnetic energy is
larger than the confinement energy and thus the system
eA'ectively becomes 2D-like, the wires and 2D samples
show the sample 8 dispersion and increase in intensity.
We also rule out any excitonic eAects, since these have
never been observed in the 2D reference heterojunction
samples and we see no reason to suppose that they should
be present in the wires. In any case, the diamagnetic
shift we observe is 2-3 times steeper than that expected
for excitonic behavior. We can also rule out bulk transi-
tions as the origin of resonances since, when the 1D sam-
ple is photoexcited with laser light of photon energy
smaller than the GaAs bandgap, the bulk luminescence
lines observed do not coincide with the energy position of
the lowest 1D line [18] and the other lines observed do
not increase in intensity with magnetic field, as expected
for bulk transitions.

The energetically highest luminescence peak in Fig.
3(c) arises from the second 2D subband. That lumines-
cence from this subband is still present in the quantum-
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wire spectra and at roughly the same energy position as
in the 2D sample could be due to the greater extent of its
electronic wave function compared to that of the lower
2D subband. This would make it less sensitive to the 1D
profile which is only etched to a depth 10 nm deeper than
the A]„Gai —„As/GaAs interface. Hardly noticeable
within the experimental accuracy, this subband also
seems to exhibit a parabolic dispersion at small B. Using
the parabolic confinement model again, we estimate a
confinement energy of AcoQ=0. 7 meV. This very small
value indicates that 1D quantization is weak in this case
and even, perhaps, that we may not be observing a single
subband but rather, due to inhomogeneous broadening, a
number of unresolved 1D states. From 2D samples it is
known that, due to the better overlap of the wave func-
tion, luminescence from the second 2D subband is
significantly stronger than that from the first. The second
2D subband luminescence for the wire sample here is very
weak. This implies that the actual electron population in
the second 2D subband is very small and it is not clear
whether it is in equilibrium or not.

Our observations of the 1D density of states and our
determination of the 1D energy levels and 1D confine-
ment energies give much more direct information on the
1D system than previous investigations of quantum v ires.
In far-infrared [6-8] and Raman [12,13] experiments
only transition energies between 1D subbands are mea-
sured, which for many occupied 1D subbands are strongly
governed by collective effects. These shift the resonance
energies away from the 1D subband spacing. (Spin-
density excitations in Raman spectra are influenced by
excitonic effects which, so far, have not been calculated
for 1D systems. ) The method of magnetic depopulation
of 1D subbands [3], which is very often used to charac-
terize 1D systems, can obviously not be applied if only
one 1D subband is occupied. Even to evaluate energy lev-
els and other quantities of the 1D electronic system for
several occupied 1D subbands requires a detailed, only
numerically accessible, knowledge of the self-consistent
potential.

Within the remaining space we would like to discuss
briefly some further findings. In Fig. 3(b) there is a very
slight flattening of the slope of the energy dependence be-
tween 4 and 6 T. Similar, more pronounced, behavior is
also observed in 2D samples and was found to be most
probably due to g-factor enhancement which sets in at
filling factors below v=2 and increases until v=1 [18].
For the 1D systems we observe that, as in 2D, the weaker
the laser intensity, the greater this flattening. It thus
raises the interesting question of g-factor enhancement in
1D systems. Comparing Figs. 1 and 2 we observe that at
zero magnetic field the lowest 1D subband lies at lower
energy than that from the 2D spectra. This is not expect-
ed if one assumes that the confinement can be simply ex-
plained within a harmonic-oscillator potential theory.
However, we also know from 2D samples that the
effective gap energy FQ depends very sensitively on n, .

Thus we cannot expect that Eo is the same in the etched
quantum-wire samples as in the 2D sample. It is also in-
teresting to note that if the second subbands for the 1D
and 2D parts of the sample are superimposed one finds
that the 1D subband lies above the 2D lowest Landau lev-
el in energy as expected for additional 1D confinement.

In summary, we have directly observed quantum con-
fined one-dimensional electron systems in heterojunction
quantum wires at zero magnetic field. We could realize
systems in the 1D quantum limit, directly observe the 1D
density of states and the energy dispersion in magnetic
field, and have determined the 1D confinement energy
6 coQ from these magneto-optical experiments. We find
typical values of AcoQ=3-5 meV which are consistent
with the rather narrow channel width.

We gratefully acknowledge the expert help of A. Fisch-
er and M. Hauser with the MBE sample growth.
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